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Hello everyone
Last September we heard the wonderful news that the
Luxulyan Valley was to benefit from a £3.6m Heritage
Lottery Grant, with an additional £1.4m being injected
into the project by Cornwall Council and Cornwall
Heritage Trust.
The Luxulyan Valley part of the Cornish
Mining World
Heritage Site

Cover photo - Tom and
Rowan lost among the
wood millet, see pp7.
by Joan Farmer

The press release published in our Winter 2017/18
newsletter spoke of the scheme starting in January
2018, but sadly this has not happened. Why? Yes it is a
complex project with many facets involving many
landowners, but as one of the Project Partners we feel
the FoLV ought to be in the loop, but despite requests
to Cornwall Council, the accountable body for the
project, our concerns remain.
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We are always keen to hear the views of our members, suggestions for future
events or articles for our newsletter, so please get in touch.
Please send your copy by 5th September 2018 to Chris at
folv@btinternet.com
Any article which appears in this newsletter is not necessarily the policy of The Friends of Luxulyan Valley

Forthcoming Events
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Sunday 22 July 2018 at 10.30 am
Par Beach and Nature Reserve
A guided walk, for about 2-3 hours, along the beach and in the nature reserve.
Meet: East end of main Par Beach car park, PL24 2AS. (Please note car
parking charges apply).
Sunday 19 August 2018 at 10.30 am
Luxulyan Valley Walk. A guided walk with Roger Smith.
Meet: Ponts Mill car park. Map ref: SX 072 562.
Saturday 8 September 2018 at 10.30 am
Charlestown National Coastwatch Institution.
½ mile walk along the SW Coastal Path, followed by a look around the NCI
Charlestown Lookout Station.
Meet: In front of the Charlestown Shipwreck and Heritage Centre,
Charlestown, PL25 3NX.
Unless otherwise stated all our events are free for members and £2 for non-members
Full up-to-date information about all our events, and much more, can be
found on our website: www.luxulyanvalley.co.uk

Volunteer Dates
‘The Friends’, in conjunction with Cormac, try to provide opportunities for
volunteers to experience some practical assistance in the management of the
valley. All tools will be supplied, along with hot drinks and biscuits, but please
wear old clothes and strong boots.
Everyone welcome, stay as long as you like. Our next dates are:
Friday 6 July 2018, 10 am - 1 pm. Leat repairs and vegetation clearance.
Meet: Ponts Mill car park, Map Ref: SX 072 562
Friday 3 August 2018, 10 am - 3 pm. Vegetation clearance.
Meet: Ponts Mill car park, Map Ref: SX 072 562
For more information please contact the Valley Ranger, Jenny Heskett, by
email: jheskett@cormacltd.co.uk or call 07973 813843.
PLEASE NOTE:
As part of the HLF project we will need to record all the
volunteering hours in the valley in future, so there will be a little bit
of paperwork to fill in for each event in the form of feedback forms.
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Prideaux Wood Mine

Prideaux Wood mine, formerly Par & St. Blazey Consols, is at the Ponts Mill
end of Luxulyan Valley.
This tin mine was most active in
the early to mid 1800s and it was
on land owned by Sir Colman
Rashleigh. The mine captain at
that time was William Taylor. It
employed 20 men in 1865 and
used a 36” engine for the tin
stamps. Between 1839-1855, the
mine produced 65 tons of black
tin. Shares were issued, similar to
this one from West Par Consols.
The basic layout on the ground
is a line of shafts running down
the hillside and a separate,
large quarry with adits (or
mined tunnels) from within it.
On visiting the site, some years
ago, with friends, we found the
entrance was tight, so we
shoved the smallest of our

group through first, in case he
got stuck when we were
inside. Inside, there were
short passages with little
alcoves dug out either side
for the ore. The miners had
stacked “deads” or waste
rock along the sides of the
adits, as it was too expensive
and labour intensive to take it
out. An old rope was in place to the upper level. The picture shows a view up

Prideaux Wood Mine (cont.)
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from the lower level, through 3 holes in the floor of this upper level. These
were ore chutes, where ore
was thrown down below to
be trammed out.
The next adit was similar to
this one, but smaller and with
the rock being more broken
down. On a pile of shale/
decomposing rock, we found
a baby slow worm. It was
cold and wet, so I carefully

placed it in a dry area of the
pile and partially covered
him to sleep more
comfortably.
The final mined area we
looked at was the largest
and most interesting. There
was a large incline, used for
hauling ore trucks or kibbles
up to surface. Off to one
side of this was a way up
into a passage above, which
had been mined for the tin
ore. A much smaller
passage led off this, with a
smooth floor that was
stepped down. This was to
ensure the correct flow of
water, it being a water
drainage adit. At the end of
this, was a drop down into
a very large passage, which
had been a main tramming
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Prideaux Wood Mine (cont.)

level. At one end was a
short shaft, where ore had
been brought to surface. The
large adit was blocked at the
other end, as the water rose
up nearly to the roof. To the
side of this tramming level,
were several large areas
where ore had been worked
out and dressed, as there
were big, level areas where
this had taken place.

Cornwall is covered in abandoned mines and adits, most of which are dangerous
and gated for the public’s safety. Please do not put yourself in danger by exploring
these holes in the ground unless you have permission from the land owner, are
suitably clothed, and are part of an experienced group.

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
I expect most of you have been bombarded by requests from various groups
and societies to “Stay in Touch” as they have to comply with GDPR which
came into force on 25 May 2018.
We, in The Friends of Luxulyan Valley, believe we are compliant as we ask
you how you wish to be contacted every year when you renew your
membership. Harriet Nott has been appointed as our Data Protection
Officer, since she is the only person who holds your membership details. If
you have chosen to receive the newsletter and information about our events
by email, we will only use it for that purpose. You can, of course, change
your mind at any time, simply by notifying Harriet.
If you have any questions about GDPR please contact me. I may not know
the answer, but I can find someone who does.

Cornwall Wildlife Trust Walk
In May a wild flower ramble in the valley was organised for the Cornwall
Wildlife Trust. A small group met a Black Hill car park and we meandered
through the valley starting at the top of the viaduct, and down through the
pastures, which were looking good with the remnants of early purple
orchids and some yellow rattle starting to appear. We walked down the
velvet path, and returned via a picnic spot by the river.
The bluebells were
still in bloom, mixed
with red campion and
greater stitchwort,
and woodland plants
such as sanicle, pignut
and wood anemone.
The leats were lined
with greater wood
rush and ferns. There
was enough expertise
within the group to
explain to our guests
about the industrial
past of the valley, and
identify the wild flowers and animals: oil beetles, small shrews, damselflies,
dippers and grey wagtails (thanks Dell). We even saw a deer.

Otter Spotting
Next Survey dates:
13 - 16 July 2018
12 - 15 October 2018
Please contact Ed Harradence
on 01726 851158 for details
or if you want to get involved
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A Pentewan Family

Like all those present at Rob Evans’ excellent talk on the Pentewan railway
and the tea treat trains, I learnt a great deal. But my family’s links with the
port and railway made his talk extra special.
The photograph below shows the driver, my great-grandfather William John
Restowrick Drew, and his son and fireman, John Henry Drew, my great-uncle,
on the locomotive Canopus. The memories of the latter are contained in an
excellent book, Rail and Sail to Pentewan by John Henry Drew and edited by
M.J.T. Lewis (Twelveheads Press, 1986).

Photograph: Robert Evans collection (thanks to Rob for permission to use it).

For the definitive guide to the history of Pentewan, I would recommend The
Past in Pentewan by Robert E. Evans and Maureen M. Prettyman, which is
available from the Federation of Old Cornwall Societies
(www.oldcornwall.net/shops/4578055786/_page/2). Rob’s talk set me
thinking again about my family’s connections with this now defunct port and
railway, once so important in the economic life of the St Austell area.
There is a danger of looking at the past in too nostalgic a way. My greatuncle’s memoirs typed up faithfully, if idiosyncratically, by his son Evan,

A Pentewan Family (cont.)
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present a picture of a time and place that was tougher than today, although
there are aspects that are recognisable to us. William John had no
qualifications to drive a railway locomotive. In fact, he began work in 1867 at
8 years of age at Lanhadron Farm in St Ewe. Later he drove horses and
wagons for another landowner before getting a place as a docker at
Pentewan in the 1880s. Never having gone to school, he eventually taught
himself to read and write.
His son, John Henry (Henry), also lacked any sort of qualification to work on
locomotives; after working at a cooperage in Charlestown, he joined the
railway aged 15. To us, this lack of professional training seems incredible.
Similarly, many repairs to trains and track were carried out on an ad hoc
basis by men who faced practical challenges with a common-sense approach.
It may seem admirable but would not work too well with our far more
complex technology.
Henry, a staunch advocate of the rights of the working man, would certainly
have approved of his great nephew pointing out that levels of economic
inequality in this country are once again almost as high as they were when he
and his father finished working for the railway. But this similarity aside, the
levels of absolute poverty (and dangers to health, not least from unsafe
working conditions) were far more serious. One anecdote that did not make
it into Rail and Sail to Pentewan illustrates this. St Austell Council’s rubbish
dump was near Tregorrick. Apparently, this was a place where many locals
used to search for useful items. But to actually live there shows a pitiful state
of poverty, although sadly not unknown in other countries today. This is from
John Henry’s memoirs:
‘I remember one man who spent about 12 months there living in a shack he
had made from poles and sacking. This he built below the dump in the moor.
He chose a spot where there was plenty of cover as he didn’t wish to be
seen. He managed to exist by finding and selling scrap metal and rags off the
dump to Mr Charles Freeman of Moorland Road, scrap metal dealer. We
were one of the few people who knew he was there as we could see his
shack from the engine. We got to know him well. He seemed to us as having
come down in the world, being well spoken and intelligent, but what his name
was we never knew. He managed to live through a winter in those conditions
but in the end was forced to go to the workhouse either through sickness or
being reported.’
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A Pentewan Family (cont.)

The Drews lived in this cottage, which is now part of the Ship Inn:
The family consisted of
William John, his wife
Laura (nee Huddy), son
John Henry and two
daughters, Ida and Eva.
With the port being so
busy, it is perhaps no great
surprise that both girls
married ships’ captains. Ida
married Captain David
Hutton from Connah’s
Quay in North Wales,
which is where they made
their home. Eva married a Port Isaac captain, Jack Smith, who was employed
by Allport and Harvey of Padstow. They made Pentewan their home,
although Jack was inevitably at sea a lot of the time. Eva and Jack were my
grandparents. The photograph, below, shows Jack, Eva and either my father,
Harry, or Uncle Horace (all babies look the same to me!).

Change happens. In 1913 William John got the sack, according to his son
because of his criticism of a new locomotive, the Pioneer, which had been

A Pentewan Family (cont.)
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bought for the line. He was given the option of continuing to work on the
line or dock but chose not to. Henry was furious that his father had been
treated this way after 30 years’ service, so gave in his own notice. So the
father moved to Foxhole to operate stationary steam engines in the clay
industry, while the son worked with a travelling saw mill, before joining the
Duke of Cornwall’s Light Infantry in 1915 and serving on the Western Front.
Worse was to happen. In August 1914, Jack Smith just managed to leave
Ghent before being interned when war broke out. His ship, the Ariel, carried
a cargo of basic slag from there to Ipswich and from there took another
cargo to Dublin. So it was that on 25th November 1914, Jack found himself
alongside his brother-in-law Dave Hutton in Dublin, both waiting to sail. It
was stormy so Dave decided to wait. But Jack had a reputation for getting on
with things, and decided to set sail for Cardiff. The ship was never seen again,
although its boat was washed ashore on the Isle of Man. For a while, the
family suspected enemy action but it was more likely that, as Henry put it,
‘the old Ariel sprang a leak in the gale and sank’. Eva was left a widow with
two young children. According to Henry, ‘she only got the bare workmen’s
compensation of £300 they [Allport and Harvey, the owners] were bound by
law to pay…My Mother always said they did not even pay my sister all the
wages were due to him when he was drowned, but as only he knew for
certain what was due to him we could not do anything about it, but of course
his employers knew.’ Eva and her children moved in with her parents in
Foxhole. William John and Laura Drew eventually moved to Station Road in
St Blazey and are buried in Rosehill cemetery. After the First World War,
Henry worked in the clay industry and lived the rest of his life in St Dennis.
The family links with Pentewan were severed in very trying circumstances
over a century ago but the
fascination with the village
and railway never faded.
Gratitude is owed to Rob
Evans and the Pentewan Old
Cornwall Society for doing
so much to preserve the
history of this wonderful
place.
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Dogs in the Valley

From time to time I receive heart breaking stories of dogs being lost in the
valley. Sometimes there is a happy ending, but more often than not, they are
never found.
We must bear in mind that the valley was a heavily industrialised area with
mine shafts and other workings that present dangers to our furry friends as
well as ourselves. Trevanney Dry has been the scene of several losses. A dog
was found in one of the tanks after five days and was lucky to survive.
Please keep your dogs under control. Strictly speaking, they should be on a
lead. I don’t want to open up my emails, or face-book to find yet another dog
has been lost.

The Pentewan Railway and the Tea Treat Trains
Rob Evans talks on many aspects of Pentewan and his talks are always
entertaining; the one he gave to the ‘Friends’ in April was no exception.
In 1744, the Hawkins family built the first harbour at Pentewan. By 1826, Sir
Christopher Hawkins had rebuilt the harbour at a cost of £22,000. There still
remains a date plaque on the harbour wall to commemorate this. Tenders to
operate a railway were put out in 1828, for the four mile stretch from St.
Austell Bridge to Pentewan. An incline plane was added in 1830 on which up
to four wagons, holding 15 tons of china clay each, were run. These waggons
would naturally slow down at the bottom, and the man with the horses knew
exactly where the waggons would stop, so that he could attach the horses to
pull the waggons the rest of the way to the harbour and the waiting vessels.
There were two fatalities of note on the line – a 9 year old Henry Fisher was
thrown under the wheels and killed in 1829, and in 1864, a Mr Ball was
returning with his donkey from market when they were run down, the
donkey was killed and he had a hand amputated. The original gauge was a 4ft
one, but by 1874, it has been converted to a 2’ 6”. The first locomotive (a 0-6
-0) was bought for £900 and named Pentewan. A second, which cost £774,
was named Trewithen, after the Hawkins estate. In 1901 another engine (0-62) was bought for £1051 and named Canopus – she had a later life as No.7,
working for the RAF to build a new station at RAF Manston. The final loco,
Pioneer, was bought second hand – she was a 2-6-2. A passenger carriage
that seated 16 was for the sole use of the Hawkins family.

The Pentewan Railway and the Tea Treat Trains (cont)
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Down at the harbour end, there were 600ft of wooden trestles, rails and
loading chutes for the china clay. At one time, it was possible to walk across
the entire harbour by using the decks of the many ships there. A siding was
later made at London Apprentice for coal.
The Pentewan railway was mainly used from 1907 to 1964 for the sand and
blockworks trade. Coal also came up the trail from the harbour to be
transported to the mines at Polgooth, or the clay dries past St Austell;
bearing in mind the black coal dust had to be cleaned out of the waggons
before the pure white clay was put in.
These same waggons were used for the chapel Tea Treats. The tea treats took
place regularly from the St. Austell churches down to Pentewan, from 1883
to 1917. This was usually on a Thursday, as this was normally half day
working. Up to 1,000 people were seated in batches at the large trestle tables
for the tea and saffron buns. Often, there were 1,500 people on the return
trains back up the hill.
A thoroughly enjoyable talk given to a large and enthusiastic audience,
completed with tea and saffron cake, just like the tea treats all those years ago.

Dawn Chorus
A group of eager people met in the car park at 0430hrs, dressed up with hats
and gloves as well.
We set off along the lower leat path and a couple of minutes later, we
stopped to listen to our first birds. Derek Spooner, our expert guide, was
extremely knowledgeable and could imitate the birds’ songs very well, giving
us hints on what the song sounded like in our own tongue to help us
remember it. In all we heard about 16 different birds, although I could not
remember any by the time we’d finished the walk! We heard from the
finches, tits, blackbirds, robins, sparrows to name but a few. The only ones
that all of us recognised were a pheasant and seagull! It made us realised how
dedicated Derek must be to know all the different sounds, especially when
some birds used different songs.
The walk ended with a very welcome breakfast cooked by Jim and Elizabeth
Cleare. Many thanks to them.
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Bio-control Success in the Luxulyan Valley

Following the successful introduction of beavers to a country park near
Truro, the Luxulyan Valley team have installed a colony of beavers in the
Valley.
They set to work promptly and constructed a dam across the river at Ponts
Mill. As a result the valley has filled with water to a level just below the top of
the viaduct. This has bought an improved aquatic environment, a valuable
recreational resource, and new prospects for renewables. The Ponts Mill
turbine has been superseded by a pumped storage system, which works in
conjunction with the nuclear power plant now being built where Luxulyan
used to be. With this growth in water and power supplies, the eco-village at
Carclaze is to become an eco-city, incorporating the former settlements of
Penwithick, Stenalees, Bugle and Roche.
With a cessation of flow in the lower Par River, the ground is less
waterlogged. The dunes which once backed Par Beach have dried out and
blown away, the sea has resumed its proper shore line, and the towns of Par
and St. Blazey have ceased to exist. The improvements in traffic congestion,
inshore fishing, etc., are already apparent.
A resident from St. Blaise town said: ‘This imaginative scheme has solved our
flooding and pollution problems; in fact it has solved all our problems’.
Cornish Wild Life welcome the new variety of habitats and recommend their
website in which the beavers are blogging their logging. In the valley, repairs
to leaks in the Treffry Viaduct are of lower priority, while the Trevanney
‘Wet’ (formerly known as Trevanney Dry) is popular with walkers and divers.
We are assured that the position of the Valley Ranger is, if anything, more
important than it was before; and funding now included an allowance for
overalls and swimming costumes.
A group from Pentewan are said to be considering whether beavers might
help in the restoration of their harbour. The St. Austell Marina is still in the
planning or landing stage.
The Friends of Luxulyan Valley finances remain buoyant; indeed, its liquid
assets are more liquid than they have ever been, but there is a risk that they
could go under at any time. Therefore, the ‘Friends’ have amalgamated with
the Tywardreath Surf Lifesaving Club and a new company is being floated.
This may be your last newsletter…

Over £350 raised so far, it really does work!

The Friends of Luxulyan Valley

www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/luxulyanvalley/
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The Friends of Luxulyan Valley Membership

If you are not already a member of the Friends of Luxulyan Valley, then why
not join us? If you are a member, thank you, but have you ever considered
giving a gift of a years Membership to a relative or friend?
Membership runs from April to March and allows you to attend most activities
free of charge (there may be a charge for those activities which require an
entrance fee, or incur some other cost), and provides you with a quarterly
newsletter. In addition, it will give you the satisfaction of participating in the
preservation of our beautiful valley.
The current Annual Membership rates are:
Individual………….£8
Junior (under 16)…………….£1
Joint……………….£10
Family……………………….£12
Corporate………….£25
Individual Life Membership…...£75
Application forms are available on our website, or contact our Membership Secretary:
Ms Harriet Nott, 75 Stannary Road, Stenalees, St. Austell, Cornwall, PL26 8SW.
Telephone: 01726 850735
Email: harri@ygorow.plus.com
Full details about all our events, and much more, can be found on our website:

www.luxulyanvalley.co.uk
We’re also on facebook

Friends of Luxulyan Valley

We want to hear from you
Please supply your articles, letters and/or photographs by 5 September 2018
to Chris at: folv@btinternet.com

Committee Contacts
Jim Cleare, Chairman Mandy Case, Deputy Chair Peter Wilkes, Treasurer Joan Farmer, Secretary Harriet Nott, Membership Sec. Tracy Elliott, Events Secretary Sales -

01726 850553
07779 358120
01726 64693
01726 852603 joanfarmer38@gmail.com
01726 850735
01208 831961
01726 850553

